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Reading 4 form
Автор: Мантуленко Людмила Афанасіївна

 

Form 4  Reading Semester I                                          

Variant I                                   Little Roman

Little Roman and his father are in the street. They see many cars, trams and buses there. Roman
looks at the cars and sees black, red, blue and green cars.

“Look, Roman!” says the boy’s father. “Do you see that nice dog on the road? Roman looks and
sees the dog. The dog is little and white. He likes the dog.

The street light is red but the dog is crossing the street. Roman wants to cross the street too. But
his father stops him.

“You must not cross the street when the light is red. You must cross the street when the light is
green,” the boy’s father says.

Then why does the dog cross the street when the light is red?” asks Roman.

“The dog doesn’t know the street lights,” says Roman’s father.

 

Task 1.  Say if the statements are “True” or “False”.

1.     Roman and his father are in the yard.1.
2.     They see cars, trams and buses there.2.
3.     They see a big dog on the road.3.
4.     Roman doesn’t like the dog.4.
5.     The dog crosses the street when the light is red.5.
6.     The dog doesn’t know the street lights.6.

 

Task 2. Choose the right answer (знайди вірну відповідь.)

1.    Roman and his father are ________ .1.

a)     In the park         b) in the street     c) in the garden

2.    They see_______ there. 1.

a)     a cat                    b) a mouse            c) a dog

3.    The dog is ______ .1.

a)     little and white  b) big and white  c) little and black
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4.    _______ stops Roman.1.

a)     The mother        b) The dog             c) The father

5.    You must cross the street when the light is _______.  1.

a)     green                     b) blue                   c) red

6.    Roman’s father stops _______ .1.

a)     The dog             b) Roman              c) a car

 

Task 3. Match the pairs (добери пари).

1.    cross                           a) dog1.
2.    green                          b) cars2.
3.    little                            c)  a white dog3.
4.    red and blue             d) the street4.
5.    sees                            e) the street lights5.
6.    knows                         f)  light6.

Form 4  Reading     Semester I                                          

Variant II                                   Little Roman

Little Roman and his father are in the street. They see many cars, trams and buses there. Roman
looks at the cars and sees black, red, blue and green cars.

“Look, Roman!” says the boy’s father. “Do you see that nice dog on the road? Roman looks and
sees the dog. The dog is little and white. He likes the dog.

The street light is red but the dog is crossing the street. Roman wants to cross the street too. But
his father stops him.

“You must not cross the street when the light is red. You must cross the street when the light is
green,” the boy’s father says.

Then why does the dog cross the street when the light is red?” asks Roman.

“The dog doesn’t know the street lights,” says Roman’s father.

 

Task 1.  Say if the statements are “True” or “False”.

1.     Roman and his father are in the street.1.
2.     They see cars, trams and buses there.2.
3.     They see a big cat on the road.3.
4.     Roman likes the dog.4.
5.     The dog crosses the street when the light is green.5.
6.     The dog doesn’t know the street lights.6.
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Task 2. Choose the right answer (знайди вірну відповідь.)

1.    Roman and his father are ________ .1.

a)    in the street    b)  in the park         c) in the garden

2.    They see_______ there. 1.

a)      a mouse               b)  a cat                    c) a dog

3.    The dog is ______ .1.

a)     little and white    b) little and black    c) big and white 

4.    _______ stops Roman.1.

a)     The dog        b) The father          c) The mother        

5.    You must cross the street when the light is _______.  1.

a)     green                     b) blue                   c) red

6.    Roman’s father stops ______ .1.

a)     The dog        b) a car     c) Roman             

 

Task 3. Match the pairs (добери пари).

1.     a little                          a) the street                                      1.
2.     green                          b) cars                                  2.
3.     cross                           c) a white dog3.
4.     red and blue              d) dog                                 4.
5.     sees                             e) the street lights                                  5.
6.     knows                         f)  light                                                                   6.

 


